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We can breathe in the love of God  

T’S NOVEMBER, THE DAYS are short, and the nights are long.  Those 

of us with dog companions wrap up warm and try to catch some 

sunlight as we venture outside and remember what a wonderful God-

made world we live in. Then it’s home again to a hot drink, and if we are 

lucky a warm fire to sit in front of with maybe a cat curled up, purring 

contentedly. 

Those of us who are organised might be busy trying to work out what we can 
do for Christmas with the current restrictions. How to stay in contact with our 

loved ones and yet also stay safe. Some ultra-organised people may be wrapping 
up presents already. 

And many of us will be remembering our loved ones that are no longer with us. 

Do join us at church or online to thank God for those that have loved us, or 
tried to love us, and those that died for us through war. 

And as we think back in time, we remember that the world has faced many 
crises and God has brought us through them. Maybe not through miracles, but 

through the love of friends and strangers, and the courage of knowing God is 
with us. And maybe we look again at Psalm 23 and remember that ‘though I 
walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil: for Thou art 

with me; thy rod and thy staff they comfort me.’ 

Winter has come, but we know it will not last forever. And we know we are 
not alone. Jesus said, ‘the kingdom of heaven is at hand’. Even as we sit now, we 

can breathe in the love of God, to fill us head to toe. 

As a church we send you our love through our magazine. We hope you will 
enjoy reading it. We hope you might be able to join us in some way to worship 

our loving heavenly father. 

We thank you for your continued support of the church, which enables us to 
reach out and support others in turn. 

Sarah Jones 
  

I 
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Cats and dogs 

I never have owned a cat but when I lived in Prestbury our neighbours did. He was orange 

in colour, his name was Pekoe (as in tea) and he was a very strange cat indeed. Sometimes 

he would come into our house through a left-open door, race upstairs to the bathroom 

and dive into the empty bath. Here he would run around in circles chasing his tail. From 

below it sounded like distant drums in deepest Africa. Which was somewhat annoying. 

One day he did this only to find to his surprise a depth of six inches of water in the bath. I 

have never seen a cat move so fast. He shot out of the bath water like a bullet from a gun 

and never came into the house again. He did, however, come into our garden, climb onto 

the bird-table and sit there wagging his tail furiously. I imagine he was cross that no birds 

came down for the breadcrumbs he was sitting on. 

So much for silly cats! 

To write about Percy, my Jack Russell terrier, is quite different as there is so much to say. 

He is no longer with us but when he was, in the 1980s, I wrote 39 stories about him for a 

monthly children’s magazine called PONY CLUB and not once did I have to resort to fiction. 

Each story was titled “Percy Parkin does this” or “Percy Parkin does that”. It all began with 

one story about a previous terrier and proved so popular that the editor of PONY CLUB 

asked me to keep writing. 

Percy was bred by the terrier-man to the Cotswold Hunt at his cottage in Notgrove, high 

on the Cotswolds. He was the only dog in a litter of seven puppies each of which was for 

sale at £20 a pup. When Pam and I went to view the puppies on a cold, windy night just 

before Christmas they were all in a makeshift bed in front of a roaring log fire. Six were 

huddled together in one corner and one was as far away from them as he could get in the 

opposite corner. That one was Percy. The terrier-man told us that he would have nothing 

to do with his sisters all of which, unlike him, were hairy. He also told us that he thought he 

might keep him for himself as he thought he might be a bit special. When I told him that no 

way did I want a bitch and at the same time waved a £20 note before his eyes, he faltered. 

I asked if I could pick the puppy up and was granted permission. This, I thought, was the 

dog for me and I made the bold move of putting him in my coat pocket. The terrier man 

took the money and Pam and I, with Percy in pocket, took to our heels and headed out 

into the wintry night. 

Percy spent much of his fourteen-year life in the pocket which my tailor enlarged as the 

puppy grew. When I was asked to give a talk to members of the Pony Club at their summer 

camp at the racecourse I did so with Percy in my pocket. That pleased the children. 

As most of the PONY CLUB readership had ponies, most of the Percy Parkin stories were 

horse-related and, because I spent so much of my time racing, they were in diary form 

explaining all the funny things he got up to among the racing fraternity during the past 

month. Each was illustrated with four drawings. 

Percy was something of a money-spinner because, apart from his “published work”, he was 

a very good little stud dog and in demand, so much so that several of his puppies ended up 

on the continent and fetched high prices. Not only was he a handsome little chap, he had a 

brain. 
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Like most dogs he had his collection of squeaky rubber 

toys. He also had a bean-bag bed. I cannot think there 

would have been another dog who would place half a 

dozen toys on his bean-bag and drag it round the room 

giving them a ride. Percy did! Also he was adept at balloon 

nose-ball and could keep a balloon off the ground for 

quite a long time by prodding it into the air with his nose. 

If he let it hit the ground he would grab it by its neck and 

shake it like a rat until it burst. Another funny thing to 

watch was the way he used his nose to roll an empty 

plastic bottle round and round the lawn at high speed. 

Most dogs, as we all know, are frightened of electrical 

storms and loud fireworks. Not Percy. He used to ask to 

go outside and play in the torrential rain amongst the 

flashes of lightning.  James, one of his sons who we 

decided to keep, hated balloons and fireworks and 

thunder and lightning. Having said that I am sure that his 

life was saved by loud fireworks. 

One New Year’s Eve we were walking both dogs on the 

hill when a Weimaraner owned by strangers from Kent 

pounced on James and savaged him so badly that all the 

skin around his neck and shoulders was torn away 

exposing the muscles and sinews. As we rushed to the vet 

so did he rush from his home to the surgery. 

Within 25 minutes of the attack he was being 

stitched up but as David Chalkeley from Dragon 

Vets told us, it was most unlikely he would 

survive the night. As soon as we arrived home 

James crawled under an armchair in the darkest 

corner of the room and there he stayed. We 

were quite sure he would pass away in the night.  

Just before midnight, neighbours set off the 

loudest fireworks I can remember hearing. 

Instead of curling up and dying, James crept out 

from under the chair and asked to be lifted up 

onto Pam’s lap where he stayed well into New 

Year’s Day. From then on he made steady 

progress and after a week was almost back to 

himself. I really do think it was the fireworks that 

saved him slipping away. 

Bernard Parkin 

   

At 9 weeks old Percy gets his first 

taste of pheasant 
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The following sermon was preached by Fr George in St Mary at the 8 o’clock service on Sunday 

18 October and later at St Lawrence and St Mary Magdalene.  

Luke 10: 1-9 

Luke, as well as writing a Gospel in his name, is also the author of the Acts of the Apostles 

and was known also to be good friends with the apostle Paul.  Their friendship is perhaps 

noted to be in close proximity to the fact that Luke was a Gentile and Paul desperately 

fought for Gentile inclusivity.  Subsequently, Luke’s Gospel is littered with phrases that 

promote inclusivity and paints a picture of Jesus as the promised messiah who in himself 

breaks down the barriers that keep inclusivity at bay.  The poor and outsiders, as well as 

non-Jews, are a very important source for understanding Jesus’ ministry and therefore Luke 

uses every opportunity to use Jesus’ life to demonstrate the path of suffering that leads to a 

greater glory. 

Dare I say it, but who would have imagined that many years down the line, a black 

clergyman or person of colour, could preside at a service and administer communion in a 

church in this country.  Many down the ages have lost their lives in the pursuit of similar 

rights.  This is perhaps an example that many of us will not have really considered but this, 

in a nutshell, is an embodiment of the Gospel itself.  It is the culmination of a developing 

world which has been freed in the face of Jesus’ example.  We need not look too far to the 

debates in the very early nineties about the ordination of women and yet here we are.  

Many still take a stance regarding particular issues in the Church – but while the debates 

continue, there can be no going back on decisions that have already been made.  One can 

only imagine that the evangelist and physician Luke would have been really pleased to see 

the world move forward as regards an inclusive Church while recognising that there is still 

much more to address.  Luke takes us on a particular journey in his Gospel.  He appeals to 

those who love God but not institutionalised religion which can sometimes prey on fear.  If 

we read extracts from Luke we can see quite clearly that his account is very different to the 

other evangelists.  He almost seems to want to appeal to those on the fringes of society 

while aiming at an intelligent public with enquiring minds.  Indeed the first line addresses a 

person called ‘Theophilus’.  A Greek name which translates as ‘God Friend’ and therefore it 

addresses all who read it – those lovers of God, who are therefore lovers of truth. 

Looking at what we have heard today then; the sending of the 72 (some interpretations 

state 70).  The mission of the Church is the central theme of volume 2 of Luke’s work, ‘The 

Acts of the Apostles’.  This and the parallel sending of the twelve in Lk 9: 1-6 is a prototype 

for the Gentile mission.  We who are all sat here are considered to be Gentiles as the 

Jewish would acknowledge us to be.  In other words, those who are not born Jews but who 

follow in Christ’s footsteps who himself was born a Jew. 

Once again the focus is on inclusivity – “Go and make disciples of all nations” is very much 

at the heart of Luke’s Gospel.  Well, how can we use this in our lives today? During the 

month of October we celebrate, as we have done in this country since 1987, Black History 

month.  Although the setting aside of a single month has been criticised for many years, as 

doing the service of black history an injustice, it also serves to highlight the inherent need 

for such a celebration due to an ongoing imbalance of a knowledge of shared history.  At 

the very heart of Black History month, a time for everybody to immerse themselves in 

Black global contributions on a massive scale, we can learn more about the likes of Mr Otis 
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Boykin, an inventor known for his improved electrical resistors, electronic control devices 

for guided missiles, IBM computers and heart pacemakers;  Mr Garrett Morgan, the 

inventor of the traffic light and the gas mask operational in both World Wars;  Dr Patricia 

Bath, who died last year, an early pioneer of laser cataract surgery;  Mr Elijah McCoy, a 

serial inventor credited with over 50 inventions, the most famous being a cup which feeds 

lubricating oil onto moving parts of the steam engine…He is the man from where the 

expression, ‘the real McCoy’ comes from.  This is of course just a few of thousands of Black 

contributors to our world and society that schools failed to teach you and me about.   

Black History is far more than about slavery.   Over the years I’ve come to understand, that 

breaking down the barriers has as much to do with educating ourselves as it is about being 

spoon fed knowledge that society feels you should know and wants you to know.  I feel 

there is a reason why Jesus sent out the 72 two by two rather than as individuals No 

person is an island…and we rely, to varying degrees, upon another….in a greater context 

we all rely upon each other for our survival…..and yet, an acknowledgement of this must 

come first if we are to begin to bring this to fruition and live as God’s intended.   Until then, 

Luke’s interpretation of the Gospel very much applies if you are made welcome, sit and eat 

and if not, shake the dust off your feet and move on.  The most simple and most important 

thing, is knowing that we are loved and appreciated by God no matter what our colour, 

creed, age or disability.  This is above all else, the most important thing.  In fact – it is the 

meaning of, ‘nothing can separate us from the love of God’ to know that we have always in 

front of us a God who invites and does not push away.  Yet He requires but one thing of 

us.  To love our neighbour as he would have us love ourselves and walk in the way of 

enlightenment and truth.  Truth always has a funny way of being able to unite with itself in 

this way.  Peace unto this house, but if it is not reciprocated it will return from whence it 

came. 

Perhaps, like Luke’s interpretation of Jesus as messiah, we too can break down the barriers 

that keep inclusivity at bay. 

Peace to this house and let us thank God for our evangelist St Luke. 

Amen. 

Fr George 

 

 

Prestbury WI 

After receiving an email from our committee, I’m happy to report that our members can 

finally come together again!  On Monday 2nd November they have proposed to meet up in 

groups of six, according to government guidelines.  There will be four time slots during the 

day/evening when we can come together for different activities - coffee and quiz, lunch with 

friends, craft afternoon session and evening craft session. Each session will be hosted by a 

committee member so it will be on a first come first served basis up to a group of six. 

Each session will adhere to all the proper guidelines but it will be a positive start to get our 

WI family back together and will possibly be the way forward.  😃 

Hilary Brick 
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CATS AND DOGS 

 ‘Dogs come when they are called. Cats take a message and get back to you later.’ 

Mary Bly 

 

The only cat we have had (since you can never really own a cat) was a feral kitten with 

tufted ears called Planky which was soon lost, stolen or strayed. We never found him or 

indeed tried to replace him. Not long after that in the hot summer of 1976, we suffered a 

plague of cat fleas from the flat above us which rather put us off cats as pets. Anyway, my 

wife Debbie has always wanted a dog and I have been averse to having pets altogether, 

preferring the idea of cats to the prospect of a real dog in Molly and Phoebe. For various 

reasons, therefore, we have never had a cat or dog but, over the past fifteen years or more, 

our daughter Ellie has acquired first a piebald cat called Molly and then a ginger-haired 

rescue dog which she called Poppy. Poppy (now almost 14) is a ‘Bitser’, bits of this and bits 

of that. With big feet and a playful nature, she came young, keen and neglected from a 

puppy farm in Ireland and appears to be primarily a cross between a hound and a German 

shepherd dog. From the start, she was an indefatigable runner and an excellent swimmer. 

She dog-paddled into cold rivers to fetch sticks thrown 

far into the water. Molly the cat had a small brindled 

head and low-slung hirsute belly and was black and 

white like a Friesian cow. In her prime, she hunted 

voles, mice, birds and garden insects like daddy-longlegs 

with great intensity and some success. 

Then there was a move to Scotland and it was decided 

that Poppy, despite being fleet of foot, was lonely when 

left at home all day and so a blue whippet who was 

actually grey was bought to keep her company. Milo 

(now 11) was more selfish and pushy and tended to 

provoke Poppy by nipping her dewlap, though he could 

rarely out-compete her to catch a squishy, saliva-

covered ball. Then there was another cat, initially a sadly 

neglected rescued cat with matted hair called Phoebe, 

who when cleansed turned out to be a fluffy, green-eyed 

platinum blonde who looked like a dreamy barn owl. 

She was an ever-hungry and affectionate airhead whom I called Bubbles. Phoebe loved her 

biscuits and rabbit-flavoured meaty chunks. So our daughter now had two dogs and two 

cats to look after. 

Dalkeith Country Park nearby provided many walks for the dogs and opportunities for 

Poppy to swim in the swift River Esk and its frothy rapids. There were many walks in the 

woodland and along riversides there and, if the dogs startled a deer from the bracken or 

undergrowth, they instantly gave chase but the deer were too quick for them. Like most 

whippets, Milo had a very considerable turn of speed followed by hours of idle inertia as a 

couch tuber pretending to watch television.  

 

Molly and Phoebe 
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On one occasion, Ellie was walking the two dogs on her own when Poppy and Milo tore off 

after a deer. There was a yelp and Milo suddenly stopped. He had ripped his chest open on 

a sharp stick and there he was with a lung exposed. Fortunately, Ellie is a paediatric 

intensive care nurse but she was miles from the car. Heroically, she cradled in her arms the 

wounded whippet with sliced-open chest cavity and started the long trudge back to the car-

park. He weighed ten kilos which is equivalent to the weight of a one-year-old child. It was 

a race against time and she had miles to go, as the burden of dying dog felt heavier and 

heavier in her arms. There was no one she could shout to across the bracken and 

woodland. By this time she was whimpering with the strain and stress of it all but she knew 

she simply had to keep going if there was any hope of the dog Milo surviving. Poppy 

dutifully trotted along beside her, utterly unable to help. 

When she saw people, Ellie hailed them in desperation but nobody came to her rescue. 

Eventually, she reached the car and was able to place injured Milo tenderly inside on a 

blanket and rush to the vet. They stitched the chest wound and he had a little chest drain. 

Milo survived but to this day he bears a long Y-shaped pink scar where he was sliced open 

and stitched up again. 

Since then, there has been other 

moves first to Torquay and then 

to Lincolnshire where Molly the 

cat was lost in Bassingham for two 

weeks and was finally found again, 

much thinner, by the bins of a care 

home. But now both the cats, 

Molly and Phoebe, have died of 

old age and we notice the toll 

which time has taken of both 

dogs. The boy Milo seems to have 

mellowed somewhat into an 

elderly gentleman and, though no 

less inquisitive and watchful, Poppy 

has been slowed down by arthritis 

and now needs help when getting 

into the boot of the car.  

Of all the dogs I have encountered, I suppose I know Poppy best. A loyal and highly 

affectionate creature, she likes company and follows the pack wherever it goes, if possible 

positioning herself as guardian of the threshold. She enjoys biscuit treats and dried pig’s 

ears, but she is also partial to some Cheddar cheese and slices of banana. She is a thirsty 

creature and laps water enthusiastically. When keen for a walk, she is a vocal nagger and 

muzzle-nudger. She makes it difficult for you to ignore her. In her prime, she was one of the 

best runners and catchers of a ball off the bounce I have seen outside a rugby field. She 

detests the noise of fireworks and barks intolerantly at the postman. After all they have 

been through together, she is devoted to Ellie and she to her.  

Duncan Forbes 

  

Poppy and Milo 
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LOOK...and SEE!  Part 1, Memorial Plaques 

As many of you will have realised I have been interested in church architecture for quite a 

few years; the June issue had the first photograph I had ever taken connected with what has 

become a passion, it showed the churchyard cross at Gosforth, Cumbria, with its Viking 

connections. In recent years I have taken a greater interest in the memorial plaques which 

commemorate those who may have had some connection with Prestbury. I write may 

because, for some memorials, such a connection appears obscure, although several people 

who had such connections lived in Pittville and would have attended St Mary’s church. 

Let me begin with reference to the site of the church, and encourage the reader to 

accompany me on an imaginary trip back to a time quite a few thousand years ago. The high 

ground, on which the church building now stands, was watered by two streams which 

provided water, and probably looked quite different than now. This high ground terminated 

in an area, almost circular, which rose above the surrounding ground, and provided a great 

lookout towards the setting sun. Surely the Ancients would have used this site for worship, 

and would have erected some sort of structure to serve as a focus. I am mystified by how 

little has been written concerning the earliest use of the land on which our churches stand. 

An early 19C drawing of Prestbury 

church, shown here and beautifully 

presented in its 1972 guide, has 

monuments on the external wall of the 

south aisle, clearly visible if enlarged. 

During the great rebuild of 1862-1868, 

carried out under the dictate of John 

Edwards II, the majority of such 

monuments, and possible interior ones 

as well, were removed, with the likely 

exception of the oval plaque on the 

external north wall of the sanctuary. 

This, referring to family members of 

John Edwards, was quite safe, and records two ladies of the de la Bere family; Grace, who 

died in 1746 and Elizabeth, who died in 1753; dates confirmed by the burial registers. 

Considering how long it has been in position it is in remarkable condition, and well worth a 

look, but care is needed to access a view. 

Let us look at a few of the internal wall plaques, beginning in the old organ chamber with 

the memorial to James Agg, located on the east side of the arch at the end of the north 

aisle. Having made his money in the private East India Company he purchased The Hewletts 

from the Baghott family in 1797; this is the large house visible on the hill, a landmark surely 

known to all. His wall monument has a black pyramid on which is placed a handsome Greek 

urn covered with a long flowing drape. There are two more memorial tablets to members 

of the family located above the server’s vestry on the south wall of the chancel, as well as a 

couple of very informative monuments in the churchyard. These give several intriguing 

names along with the influential-roles which many descendents of James Agg performed 

throughout the county during the next one-hundred years. 
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Moving into the north aisle one’s attention may be drawn to the 

wall-memorial to Reverend Edward Southouse; at its top a talbot’s 

head rises from a ducal coronet. The talbot was a well-mannered 

white hunting dog, which became extinct around the 16C, and was 

the forerunner of the beagle and bloodhound; and a coronet is a 

small crown worn by nobles and peers. The name Southouse 

suggests that his ancestors came over with William, Duke of 

Normandy; the victor at Hastings.  

 

Either side of the north door are memorials to two members 

of the family of General Thomas Molyneux. West of the door 

is the monument to his wife, Elizabeth, who died on Christmas 

Eve 1831, and to the east is that to his daughter Emilia, who 

died exactly six months later. The memorial to his wife shows 

a crown with a sunburst, representing victory over death, and 

so everlasting life. 

At the west end of the north aisle is the wall monument to 

Thomas Edwards and his son and grandson, both named John, 

and both incumbent at Prestbury. Their family details are 

displayed in three panels, the outer ones are headed by a 

cinquefoil-arch, and all are under a 

delicate ogee curve. The details for 

John, who was not a priest, take 

centre-spot, and each offspring is 

named De La Bere, the name they 

revived after 1879 by Royal Licence. 

It seems that much thought and 

forward planning has gone into this 

monument. The headstone to 

Thomas Edwards, marking his grave, 

can be found in the churchyard 

below the Perpendicular east 

window to be found in the coffee 

area.  

 

The Coat of Arms displayed on the memorial shows a shield on a shield; the main shield 

has two rows of five panels. Without being too heraldic one can find in the top row a red 

diagonal stripe, a gold stripe bordered top and bottom by a silver stripe and three birds 

(marlets) and, at the end of this top row, a red lion passant.   Located in the bottom row is 

a chequered pattern, three silver chevrons on a red field, a black bar between three five-

pointed blue stars, red bars with black bars between and a stag below two birds on a black 

field.  

Edward Wyatt 
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Nike 

Nike was my lead dog on a dog sled expedition in northern Sweden.  She was a large 

powerful husky who led my team of one other husky and two Italian gun dogs; this is a not 

unusual combination. 

The traces we used were set 

out in line.  It was a five-day 

expedition staying in timber 

huts overnight.  Its aim was 

to check the huts and ensure 

sufficient dog food was 

frozen and available in each 

hut.  The meat is seal, mostly 

blubber, and prepared twice 

each day by hacking a 1kg per 

morning chunk and 1.5/2kg 

chunk each evening, 

depending on the length of 

the run undertaken that day, 

from a block the size of a 

mailbag, with an axe.  This is 

then boiled over a wood fire 

and then thrown to each 

individual dog whilst they are chained well apart for obvious reasons. 

The dogs were chained in lines in the snow, huskies require cold as they cannot stand any 

form of warmth or heat.  A typical day would start at 5 am by boiling the seal meat over 

the wood stove in the hut, it is very pungent.  No chance of an extra five minutes in the 

down sleeping bag!!!  Whilst the meat is boiling we each cleaned our dogs, paying particular 

attention to their feet to ensure that 

no ice was wedged between their pads 

which could cause damage on the 

run.  The cacophony of greeting is ear-

splitting as we come out of the hut and 

approach the lines of howling, leaping 

dogs for our daily greeting.  It is 

essential always to deal with the lead 

dog first to ensure its status is 

maintained in the team.  You rely 

solely on the lead dog to keep the 

team in order and obey your 

commands, all commands are verbal; 

no whips are used.  Nike insisted on a 

ritual greeting each day, namely a full 

face wash for me, (yes I know) but you 

have to bond if the team is to 

work.  Nike had a tongue that must 

John with his lead dogs  

Nike on the right 

 

John on his sled 
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have been a foot long and she could wash my face hair and the back of my neck whilst still 

facing me. That satisfied, coat cleaning and paw inspections are next, a firm hand is 

needed.  Any of you who have seen Adam, on Countryfile, handle a sheep will know the 

type of grip and firm control needed.  Nike was probably the same size and weight as a fully 

grown sheep.  Feeding was the next frenzy, of the day, again strict order protocol must be 

followed.  Fighting will break out later if the protocol is not strictly followed. 

After this essential task has been completed we then went in to get our breakfast whilst the 

dogs digested theirs.  Ours consisted of a pad of Swedish Tunnbrod bread layered with 

butter, ham, cheese and jam.  Yes, cholesterol through the roof but the energy is needed 

for the forthcoming human physical effort of steering the sled and on slopes running behind 

and the need to provide fuel for warmth. 

Then to the sled, a careful check-over was needed, the sleds we were using were made of a 

timber frame fixed together with leather straps, such a construction gives greater flexibility 

to the frame over rough snow and ice.  The next essential was to pack our kit 

securely.  After this, we could pull the sleds round to the dog lines.  If you thought husky 

breakfast was wild this is bonkers (a term the Queen has apparently been known to use!!!) 

the excitement is ecstatic.  What puzzled me every time was why any creature should be so 

keen to work in such strenuous conditions.  The first job was always to lash the sled firmly 

to a tree or in the absence of a tree to drive a large steel sled hook deep into the ice or 

snow for the reasons already outlined.  Someone once described huskies as howling, furies 

of legs and teeth, straining to destroy everything in their path.  So, each time I had to take a 

very firm hand on Nike, I dare not let her slip, she was capable of running for 10km without 

noticing that she did not have me with her.  Once the team was in place, all straining like 

demented furies at their traces, I would carry out a final kit check ensuring that everything 

was strapped on securely and that I had one foot firmly on one runner, the other foot 

firmly planted on the claw brake driven deep into the ice or snow and ensuring that one 

hand was wrapped tightly around the sled handle.  Now all those checks complete I could 

safely slip the knot on the tree rope or jerk the snow hook free and with the command Zip 

(not Mush in Sweden) the howling wild throng in front of me would tear away into the 

landscape of ice and snow.  It sometimes took 5 kilometres before things calmed down and 

I could steer by shifting my weight from one runner to the other.   

As for the expedition itself, that story is for another time. 

John Moles 

 

The pictures are from the comprehensive diary of the late Jackie Moles 
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Book Review 

The Guest Cat by Takashi Hiraide  
(published by Picador) 

 

This short novel is reminiscent of a haiku, the simple but poignant form of Japanese poetry 

consisting of three lines only, the first and third lines being of five syllables and the second 

of seven. Like the poem, this beautiful little book captures moments, feelings and thoughts 

in a brief but moving way. 

The story centres on a young couple who are struggling to earn a living and find peace and 

contentment amidst the noise and chaos of Tokyo. They have lost faith in their hopes and 

dreams and they exist in a quiet vacuum in which a sense of missed opportunities lies 

unspoken beneath the surface. Then, one day, Chibi, ‘a jewel of a cat’, who is not even 

theirs, but their neighbour’s, enters their lives. With each of Chibi’s visits a little more hope 

and a little more joy seeps into their quietly disappointed lives. Firstly, they admire her 

beauty, then they become captivated by her dexterity, agility, and playfulness. They are 

fascinated by her self-contained yet gently loving personality, even when they have to 

square this, as all cat owners do, against the visceral reality of her hunting skills. 

The cat comes to the narrator and his wife every day and every day they find themselves 

growing a little more confident, like Chibi, a little more daring, like Chibi, and a great deal 

happier. The cat remains a ‘guest’ in the house as the novel’s title suggests, yet she becomes 

an integral part of their lives. They never seek to possess her, or control her; they just 

welcome her. As the narrator’s wife explains: ‘For me, Chibi is a friend with whom I share 

an understanding, and who just happens to have taken on the form of a cat.’ And any cat 

owner, or admirer of cats, will recognise this sentiment.   

As the story progresses, the couple face another, unexpected challenge which brings loss 

and sadness back into their lives. For a while they struggle to cope, attempting to beat 

against the inevitable tide of change which must be part of life, and what seems to them to 

be the negative will of the universe. But, as time passes, the seasons change and the shifting 

nature of life continues, they begin to understand things and to accept that everything, 

hope, despair, rejoicing and sorrow, all fit together in the complexity of living. And always 

they will remember that it was this bold little silken-furred creature who brought sunlight, 

change, and wisdom into their lives. 

Ros Davie  
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November 2020 Diary 

All our events have been suspended, postponed or cancelled because of the Covid-19 

outbreak.  Our church buildings are open for public worship on Sundays and occasional 

stewarded private prayer at set times (see northchelt.org.uk for times) and closed at all 

other times.  Services are being streamed on the internet by our clergy.  You may find 

details of these on the team YouTube page –  

https://www.youtube.com/NorthCheltenhamTeamMinistry 

Go to  www.northchelt.org.uk for the latest news. 

 

 

November 2020 Calendar 

SUNDAY 1 All Saints Day 

SUNDAY 8 Remembrance Sunday 

SUNDAY 15 2nd Sunday before Advent 

SUNDAY 22 Christ the King 

SUNDAY 29 1st Sunday of Advent 

 

 

From the Registers 

Prestbury 

Funerals 

September 1 Tommy Squire Crematorium 

  Philip Walter Hayman Crematorium 

  Edith Louise Steed Crematorium 

 7 David John Webster Crematorium 

 11 Sylvia Dorothy Evans Crematorium 

Burials of ashes 

September 19 Sylvia Dorothy Evans St Mary 

 24 Gwen Hewinson St Mary 

 25 John Frederick Thomas Berry St Mary 

    

Swindon Village 

Wedding 

September 7 Markus Von Bergen and Joanne Hastings  

Funeral 

September 3 Titi Stoica Crematorium 
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Hear us ROAR… 

 AM RATTLING AROUND in what feels like a very empty house. 

Both of my sons, three years between them, have left home within the space of 

three months. Amazing adventures beckoned – and they grasped the opportunities 

with both hands. Quite right too.  In the weeks before their departures, there were 

bursts of frantic activity. Flat hunting (in the midst of a pandemic – ouch), scouring the 

market for broadband deals (essential, apparently, even more so than electricity), and 

feverish packing.  Then off they went – one in a police uniform complete with stab vest and 

bodycam, the other in a suit and a collection of eye-wateringly vivid ties. 

Now I wander from room to room, all straight and tidy, where once there were muddles 

and smelly sports kit, looking for furniture to re-arrange, cupboards to sort, socks to wash.  

‘I know,’ I said to my husband (who is actually quite enjoying the peace), ‘Let’s get a dog.’ 

He shut that down straightaway. Cats weren’t even mentioned (and that’s all there is to say 

about that). There were some mumblings about spending more time weeding, though.  

So I’m caught in this state of contradiction: thrilled that my boys are embarking on exciting 

times – and floundering without the lively, lovely chaps who filled these four walls with their 

huge personalities. 

My life raft is in 1 Thessalonians: 
16 Always be joyful 17 and never stop praying. 18 Whatever happens, keep 
thanking God because of Jesus Christ. This is what God wants you to do. (CEV) 

Just keep praying. No matter what. 

I often look at books and websites that tell us how to pray. They use phrases like ‘prayer 

warriors’, ‘breakthrough prayer’, and ‘crafted, scriptural prayer’. They extol promises of 

how to ‘clarify the prayer process’, and discover the ‘power of bold prayer’.  Many of these 

texts inspire and encourage people, and that’s amazing.  But I have a nagging worry: what 

happens if I choose one of these prayer paths – and then get it wrong?  Supposing it doesn’t 

give me the space or opportunity to talk to God about what’s important to me?   What will 

He think if my attention wanders because – quite frankly – I’m just not engaged with that 

particular prayer ‘system’? 

Knowing me as well as I do, I’m likely to feel a complete failure at the first hurdle.  

Paul’s call to never stop praying seems overwhelming – until we grasp that he is simply asking 

us to realise God’s presence. To see Him in everything we do, recognise Him at every turn. 

Acknowledge Him, confide in Him.  Just as we speak from our hearts to the people we 

love, we can do the same with God. Our prayer can be a spontaneous conversation with 

the Father who walks alongside us every day. And because God sees everything that’s on 

our hearts, we don’t even need to translate our feelings into words. He just knows. 

This verse reminds us that we can live every moment knowing, for sure, that we are 

connected to God. We can bring to Him anything at any time. Ask Him to protect the 

people we love, to walk with them, to be their guide, their friend. No matter what. 

And for this, we are thankful.  Grateful that, even in moments when we’re tearful, scared, 

and just a little bit self-indulgent, we know that God is listening. No matter what. 

So the message from my near-empty house is this. Pray constantly. With the roar of a lion. 

Caroline Sexton  

I 



 

 

Parish Directory continued 

Parish Magazine 
Editor: (vacancy)  contact 515941 

magazine@prestbury.net 

Advertising & Sales: Richard Johnson 224823 
advertising@prestbury.net 

St Mary’s C of E (VA) Schools 

Executive Head Teacher : Mr Matt Fletcher 
Junior School:  244387 

Infant School:  244054 

Hall Letting 
Prestbury Hall, Bouncers Lane 239590 

prestbury.hall@prestbury.net 

St Nicolas Hall, Swindon Lane 244373 
stnicolas.hall@prestbury.net 

Parish Giving Scheme 
76 Kingsholm Road, 

Gloucester  GL1 3BD 0333 002 1260 
info@parishgiving.org.uk 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prestbury Parish Magazine is usually published on the last Sunday of the month. 

The deadline for copy is usually the Sunday 2 weeks before this. 

Copy may be sent in a clearly marked envelope to ‘Prestbury Parish Magazine’ 

2 Honeysuckle Close, Prestbury, Cheltenham, GL52 5LN 

or preferably by email to magazine@prestbury.net 

 

December / January Magazine Deadline:   

Wednesday 18 November 2020 

December / January Theme: Christmasses 
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